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1. Invesco at a glance

Invesco at a glance

Great ideas transcend borders

Focus on Asset Management

More than 5.800 colleagues worldwide

On-the-ground presence in 20 countries

Servicing clients in more than 150 countries

12 Investment teams deliver our best ideas to investors around the world

Asset under management: 787,3 bn USD
Source: Invesco. Stand: 31. March 2014.
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Invesco at glance
Strong presence in Germany

Since 1987 in Germany

More than 140 colleagues in Germany
2 Investmentteams Invesco Quantitative Strategies (AuM 26 bn USD)
und Invesco Real Estate (AuM 56 bn USD)
Asset under Management for German investors approx. 15 bn USD

Focus on Equities, Real Estate and Multi-Asset Strategies

Source: Invesco as of: 31. March 2014.
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2. How to deal with reporting requests
under Solvency II?

Background Information

German market and it’s characteristics:
• Highly regulated: banking supervision act and insurance supervision act
• Kind of tendency for “gold-plating”
 Master-KVG’s – platforms for fund administration/accounting
 Agreed reporting standards – best practice between market participants
 Segg. AIF versus UCITS and pooled AIF
 High service quality (time and content) expected by German investors

Source: Invesco. As of 31 March 2014.
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Background & Context

UCITS and pooled AIF reporting; delivered as best practice via webpage:
• Fund reporting
— WM-Reporting
— VAG-Reporting (Insurance Supervision Act Reporting)
— Cashflow Report
— GroMIKV-BVI-Report
— CRR-Reporting (Capital Requirements Regulations due to CRD IV)
— VaR-Reporting
— Parallel shift of interest curve 200bps (BaFin Rundschreiben 11/2011 (BA))
— Several ratios for tax purposes
— SCR (Solvency Capital Ratio due to Solvency II)

Challenge for globally operating asset manager:
— make or buy or
— both
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SCR-Reporting

How did we proceed to ensure we can deliver?
Make or buy - at this stage: “buy” for UCITS and pooled AIF
1. Long-list/short-list of possible service partner
2. Due diligence
3. Project & Implementation
4. Communication & Client Services
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SCR-Reporting

Due diligence
• Reliability and reputation
• Expertise & knowledge
• Data Management and interfaces
• Communication
• Reports
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SCR-Reporting

Communication & client services
• Even if SCR-calculations seem to leave no room for interpretation
• Communication & expertise are important
• To match client needs and reporting requirements
• UCITS versus Segg.Account

Insurance
Company

Communication
&
Controls

Service
Provider
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Asset
Manager

How to deliver the right investment
solutions?

Client needs are different – how to add-value?

Our experience in Germany:

• Investors prefer tailor-made investment solutions due to
— client specific investment restrictions,
— ALM and
— regulatory restrictions

• Investment manager should know and understand
— the typical “client set-up” to be in the position
— to deliver added-value for investors

• However reporting for UCITS and pooled AIF are also required and get seen
as kind of “standard client service”
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Client needs are different – how to add-value?

Our proceeding for our business in Germany:
1. Identified strategies which fit typically investor demand
2. Assess the potential for optimization
3. Adjust the investment solutions

Insurance
Company

4. Client communication

Communication
&
Controls

Service
Provider
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Asset
Manager

Client needs are different – how to add-value?

Examples for illustrative purposes only:
(Return on Solvency Capital)

Market Neutral Equity

Multi Sector Credit incl. European Gov. Bond
Absolute Return Strategies with Capital Preservation - 5%
Riskbudget

Senior Secured Loans

European Real Estate Core Investment

Low Volatility European Equities
0%
Source: Invesco, IDS
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Likely impact on product demand

Likely impact on product demand

What do you think?
• Products with lower SCR’s and higher RoSC?
• Products which leave room to optimize the RoSC?
• Minimize SCR, maximize returns or match other criteria?
• Pooled funds or tailor-made investment solutions?
• Specific Asset Classes?
• Major shift in the asset allocation?
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Thank you

Important Information

This document is for professional clients only. This document is not for retail use. Please do not redistribute.
Data as at 31.03.2014, unless otherwise stated.

The views expressed herein are those of the Invesco Quantitative Strategies team, and do not refer to any specific Invesco
Product. These may change. This document does not form part of any prospectus. This document contains general
information only and does not take into account individual objectives, taxation position or financial needs. Neither does this
constitute a recommendation of the suitability of any investment strategy for a particular investor. While great care has
been taken to ensure that the information contained herein is accurate, no responsibility can be accepted for any errors,
mistakes or omissions or for any action taken in reliance thereon. Opinions and forecasts are subject to change without
notice. The value of investments, and the income from them, can fluctuate (this may partly be the result of exchange rate
fluctuations), and investors may not get back the full amount invested. Neither Invesco Asset Management nor any affiliate
of Invesco Ltd. guarantee the return of capital, distribution of income or the performance of any fund or strategy. Past
performance is not an indication of future performance, provides no guarantee for the future and is not constant over time.
This document is not an invitation to subscribe for shares in a fund nor is it to be construed as an offer to buy or sell any
financial instruments. It should not be considered financial advice. As with all investments, there are associated inherent
risks. This document is by way of information only. Asset management services are provided by Invesco in accordance with
appropriate local legislation and regulations.
www.invescoeurope.com
Germany: This document is issued in Germany by Invesco Asset Management Deutschland GmbH, An der Welle 5, D60322 Frankfurt am Main, which is authorised and regulated by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht in
Germany.
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